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Abstract
Nano�brous morphology and the doping technique can overcome the problem of electron/hole fast
recombination and improve the activity of such important photocatalysts under visible light irradiation. In
this study, nanoparticulate and nano�brous forms of Cd-doped TiO2 were synthesized with different
cadmium contents. For photocatalysts characterization, SEM, (TEM), EDX, and XRD techniques were
used. The nanomorphology, cadmium content, and reaction temperature of Cd-doped TiO2
nanostructures were found to strongly affect the hydrogen production rate. Nano�brous morphology
improves the rate of hydrogen evolution by around 2,000 folds over the rate for nanoparticles, due to
electron con�nement in 0D nanostructures. The average rates of hydrogen production for samples of 0.5
wt% Cd are 0.7 and 16.5 ml/gcat. min for nanoparticles and nano�bers, respectively. We hypothesize that
the formation of type II heterostructures between the TiO2 matrix and cadmium nanoparticles is the main
reason for the observed enhancement of photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation. Varying
reaction temperature suggests that hydrogen evolution over the proposed catalyst is incompatible with
the Arrhenius equation. In particular, reaction temperature was found to have a negative in�uence on
photocatalytic activity. This work shows, for the �rst time, the prospects for using low-cost Cd as a co-
catalyst in photon-induced water splitting and indicates a substantial enhancement in the rate of H2
production when using the Cd-doped TiO2 nano�ber photocatalyst.

1. Introduction
The depletion of fossil fuels has become a troubling fact. In addition to environmental restrictions,
researchers are focusing on possible renewable energy-harvesting routes that can enable the world’s
energy demand to be continuously met. One such research path is to search for suitable energy carriers
such as hydrogen and metals, which can be used to store renewable energy and employ it on demand.
Several means of producing elemental hydrogen have been proposed, including control fermentation of
waste biomasses [1, 2], catalytic and thermal cracking of some hydrocarbons [3-5], the use of electrical
energy to extract hydrogen from water [6], or the use of a photocatalyst for water splitting [7-9].

Photocatalytic water splitting is the best strategy due to its simplicity and its favorable economic factors.
In addition, if a photocatalyst that works e�ciently under visible light is used, the process can be
considered a renewable energy technology [10, 11]. Thermodynamically, in order for the redox reaction to
proceed, the photcatalyst must have a conduction band with a potential level that is more negative than
the redox potential of the unoccupied lowest molecular orbital of the photocatalyst-acceptor part.

To trigger the oxidation reaction, the valence band of the photocatalyst must have a potential level that is
more positive than the reduction potential of the highest occupied molecular orbital in the photocatalyst-
donor part. This mainly governs hydrogen and oxygen production over the surface of the photocatalyst.
In other words, to start the H+/ H2 and O2/ H2O reactions, both the conduction and valence band

potentials of the photocatalyst must be wider than the hydrogen and oxygen production levels (H+/H2

(−0.41 V vs normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) at pH 7, O2/H2O (+0.82 V vs NHE at pH 7)[12]. Among the
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proposed photocatalysts for water splitting, titanium dioxide has drawn the most attention due to its low
cost and high chemical stability. With its bandgap energy of 3.2 eV, TiO2 is adequate for use under UV
irradiation, however, this bandgap prevents TiO2 activity under solar radiation because it contains only 4%
UV photons [13]. The high photogenerated electron/hole (e/h)-pair recombination rate is another critical
drawback of TiO2, which strongly decreases its photocatalytic e�ciency [14]. Such a fast recombination
rate impedes the chemical reaction due to the short lifetime of the charge carriers (in the nanosecond
range), meaning that there is not enough time for the photocatalytic reactions to take place [15]. Many
attempts to solve these problems have been reported. The charge carriers’ recombination at the grain
boundaries can be strongly inhibited by controlling the internal crystalline structure to reduce the density
of defects (such as TiO2 [0 0 1] facets) [14]. In addition, non-metallic doping has attracted some research
attention as a strategy for increasing the photo-excited electron’s lifetime [16, 17]. For enhancing TiO2
photocatalytic activity, many dopant materials such as carbonaceous materials (graphene, carbon
nanotubes, fullerenes, and activated carbon) have been used [8, 18, 19]. Furthermore, coupling with other
semiconductors was proposed in order to enhance photocatalytic acivity by creating low-energy bands
for the charge carriers. Typically, TiO2 photocatalytic activity is enhanced through doping with transition
metal nanoparticles. Excellent performance has been shown by such nanoparticles under UV and visible
light irradiation [20-22], moreover, when the nanoparticles of metal oxides are electronically doped with
aliovalent dopants, oxygen vacancies, or interstitial dopants, they exhibit the same behavior as metal
nanoparticles due to the substantial concentration of charge carriers over the nanoparticle surface. 

Dopants in the photocatalyst act not only as recombination sites between photogenerated electrons and
holes, but also as visible light absorption centers with an absorption coe�cient that depends upon
dopant density. Moreover, a high Schottky barrier which enhance electron capture can be obtained by
doping with foreign metal nanoparticles [23, 24].

Electron capture results in an enlarged separation lifetime of the e/h pair. Increasing the e/h-pair
separation lifetime decimates the recombination of these pairs and therefore enhances the transfer of
holes and possibly electrons to O2 adsorbed on the TiO2 surface. Afterwards, the excited electrons are
trapped by the foreign nanoparticles and the recombination of the e/h pairs is suppressed. Moreover,
some researchers have indicated that doping TiO2 with foreign nanoparticles enhances rutile phase
formation, which has a greater tendency for visible light absorption than anatase [25, 26]. Besides the
in�uence of the composition, the nanostructure morphology reveals a distinct effect upon the
photocatalytic activity. It has been reported that the titania nanoparticles’ quantum size of under 10 nm
was the reason for the distinct improvement in photocatalytic activity [27]. The photocatalytic electronic
modi�cation and the closeness of the excited e/h pairs in nanostructures strongly contribute to the
enhancement of the reaction, which consequently enhances their performances over those of larger
titania powders. However, complicated and expensive processes are needed to synthesize TiO2 quantum
dots. Compared to nanoparticulate morphology, the large axial ratio of nano�bers strongly enhances the
physicochemical and catalytic characteristics because of the rapid electron transfer, which markedly
improves the activity of the TiO2 photocatalyst [25, 28]. Among the several nano�ber synthesis
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techniques, electrospinning has drawn the most attention due to its low cost, simplicity, high yield,
product morphology controllability, and applicability to a wide range of materials [28-33]. In this study, Cd-
doped nano�bers were prepared by an electrospinning technique, and their photocatalytic activity for
water splitting was evaluated. In addition, nanoparticulate photocatalysts with similar nano�ber
compositions were prepared to study the effect of nanomorphology upon the photocatalytic activity. .
Interesting results were recorded as the nano�brous morphology strongly enhanced the photocatalytic
activity. Besides the distinct enhancement in the hydrogen production rate, Cadmium doping also
improved the photocatalytic splitting of water to the point that it became incompatible with the Arrhenius
equation—meaning that working under low temperature is more bene�cial.

2. Materials And Methods
2.1 Materials

All chemicals in this study have been used without further modi�cation. Titanium (IV) isopropoxide and
polyvinyl pyrolidone (PVP, Mw=130000) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Cadmium acetate di-hydrate
(Cd(CH3CO2)2 Assay 99.0%) was obtained from Showa Co. Japan. Analytical-grade ethanol was used as
a solvent (Assay 99.8–100% from Alpha chemicals). Acetic acid (Assay 99–100%), sodium sul�de
(Na2SO3, Mw=126, Assay 98%), and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, Mw=78.04, Assay 55–60%) were obtained
from Alpha chemicals. 

 2.2 Fabrication of TiO2 and Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers and nanoparticles

Figure (1) represents the nano�bers and nanoparticles fabrication procedure. For comparison, pure TiO2

nano�bers were �rst prepared. A mixture of 2 g anhydrous ethanol and an equal amount of glacial acetic
acid was prepared. Then, 1 g of Titanium isopropoxide was added to the solvent mixture. Later on, 1 g of
PVP and 6 g of ethanol mixture were added to the previous solution. The whole mixture was stirred at 300
rpm for 15 min to obtain a transparent sol–gel. 

Regarding the electrospinning experiment, the unit consists of a DC power supply, a spinning syringe
mounted on a �exible syringe holder, and a rotating drum target. The distance from the syringe to the
rotating drum was �xed at 15 cm. To perform a uniform deposition of the nano�ber, the rotation speed of
the drum target is �xed as 10 rpm. High intensity DC voltage of 20 kV is applied between the syringe tip
and the rotating drum. The drum was covered by a polyethylene sheet. After electrospinning, the mat
underwent a drying step under vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h, followed by a calcination process at 700 °C for a
1-h holding time. In order to prepare Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers, the aforementioned procedure was
similarly performed after the addition of speci�c amounts of CdAc dissolved in 1 ml ethanol.

To prepare the �nal nano�brous mats with 0.5, 1, and 2 wt% Cd, the corresponding mass of Cadmium
acetate is added. Using the same prepared solutions for nano�brous mat synthesis, nanoparticles with
similar compositions were prepared by vacuously drying the solutions overnight, crushing and well
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grinding before calcination process. It should be mentioned that the calcination process in the presence
of CdAc should lead to thermal decomposition and production of CdTiO3 over the nano�ber or
nanoparticle surface [20, 34, 35].

The nanocomposites crystallinity is increased by increasing calcination temperature. Tryba et. al. [36]
reported similar observations while studying the photocatalytic activity of TiO2-WO3 composites. Increase
in crystallite size due to increase in calcination temperature is also suggested by XRD analysis performed
on the nano�bers. Therefore, it can be concluded that the calcination temperature is important for the
synthesis of particular morphology of TiO2 based nano�bers.

 2.3 Water photo-splitting experiment

The experiments were performed under a 1,000-W mercury lamp as a source of visible light. This lamp
has been used to mimic the solar radiation in line with similar studies for the water splitting reaction [37-
39]. It has been used to test the photocatalytic activity of the prepared nano�bers and nanoparticles in
the water photo-splitting process. A solution containing 0.05 g of catalyst was added to 100 ml of 0.5 M
Na2S/Na2SO3 as a sacri�cial agent. The general role of the scavenger agent in the water splitting process
is to improve the hydrogen evolution [20]. The speci�c role of Na2S/Na2SO3 sacri�cing agent has been
explained by Chunxiang Li et al [40]. For Na2S/Na2SO3 as a sacri�cial agent, they capture of holes
generated from the photocatalyst which leads to promoting the oxygen evolution reaction, in turn, the
hydrogen reduction reaction is enhanced as well.

The suspension was placed in a well-sealed round-bottom �ask with one opening from which a rubber
tube exited. This tube was immersed in a water-�lled inverted graduated cylinder, by displacing the water,
the evolved gases were collected. In order to maintain the reaction temperature, the round-bottom �ask
was jacketed by a temperature-controlled water bath, the accumulated gas from the photocatalytic water-
splitting reaction consists mainly of H2 and O2 with a molar ratio of 2:1. The volume of accumulated
hydrogen was calculated by recording the change in the volume above the water level using the following
equation:

where n is the number of moles of H2 [mmol/g], V is the volume of the gas [mL], m is the mass of the
photocatalyst [g], and T is the temperature of the solution [K]. Several researchers displayed the rate of
hydrogen generation in mmol/gcatalyst, µmol/h/gcatalyst, and ml/gcatalyst [41-43]. According to the ideal gas
law, for hydrogen gas:

0.041*V (mL)= n (mmol)                                                                                                     (2)
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Therefore, it is better to use mmol/gcatalyst rather than ml/gcatalyst. For kinetic calculation, the rate of
hydrogen evolution in mmol/min is used to calculate the quantum e�ciency. 

2.4 Characterization

The surface morphologies of the as-obtained nano�bers and nanoparticles was studied using the JEOL
JSM-5900 scanning electron microscope (JEOL Ltd., Japan). A Rigaku X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Co.,
Japan) with Cu Kα (λ=1.54056 Å) radiation over a 2θ range from 10o to 80o was used to characterize the
phase and crystallinity of the prepared nanomaterials. A JEOL JEM-2200FS transmission electron
microscope (TEM) operating at 200 kV and equipped with EDX (JEOL Ltd., Japan) was used to
investigate the materials’ internal structure. The absorption spectra were investigated by spectroscopic
analysis using an HP 8453 UV-visible spectroscopy system, Germany. Then, the obtained �gures were
analyzed using the HP ChemiStation software. 

3. Results And Discussion
3.1 Catalyst characterization

By choosing a suitable precursor, good nano�ber morphology can be obtained using the electrospinning
technique. If an improper precursor is selected, the good morphology of the initial electrospun nano�bers
can be destroyed during the calcination process. During the calcination of the electrospun nano�bers in
air, the utilized polymer is fully eliminated and the metallic precursor decomposes into its most stable
form. The main aspect of a proper precursor is polycondensation during sol–gel preparation. The high
polycondensation tendency and hydrolysis reactions for alkoxides explain their distinct performance in
forming an integrated network [44-46].

The organometallic family comprises compounds having one or more metal atoms in the molecule, and
metal alkoxides are members of that family. Metal alkoxides (R-O-M) were obtained by replacing the
hydrogen atom in the hydroxyl group of alcohols (R-OH) with a metal atom M, which are the class of
chemical precursors most widely used in sol–gel formation because of their condensation behavior and
tendency to combine together to form a gel network. The gel network can be formed using metal salts
such as chlorides, nitrates, and acetates besides alkoxides. The acetates showed the most convenient
polycondensation behavior for gel network formation. The excellent morphology and bead-free
nano�bers shown in Fig. 1A indicate that the electrospinning working parameters and the composition of
the utilized sol–gel were properly selected. As a result of the polycondensation behaviors of all utilized
precursors, the calcination process had no effect upon the nanomaterials’ morphology.

It is notable that the addition of cadmium acetate did not affect the general morphology of the obtained
nano�bers, however, the addition of cadmium distinctly affected the obtained nano�bers’ morphology.
The nano�ber sample chosen for SEM imaging is that having a composition of 0.5 wt% Cd-doped TiO2

nano�bers, presenting the best photocatalytic performance under visible light irradiation. As observed in
Figs. 2B and C, cadmium incorporation results in the breaking of nano�bers. The produced nano�bers
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length decrease by increasing the cadmium content in the initial electrospinning solution and acetate
ions decomposition. Typically results in evolving CO2 and methane gases leaving behind holes on the
surface, potentially explaining the nano�ber breakdown. Comparing Fig. 2B to 2A, the addition of
cadmium can be seen to result in the creation of rough surface nano�bers. By contrast, the cadmium-free
nano�bers have a smooth surface. A high surface area is a preferable characteristic for a photocatalyst,
as it leads to enhanced photon absorption and consequently increases the catalytic activity.

Figure 2D shows the TEM image of the Cd-doped TiO2 nano�ber, the appearance of transparent CdTiO3
bubble-like nanoparticles attached to the surface of the TiO2 nano�ber is notable. As CdTiO3
nanoparticles exhibit several catalytic, optical, and electrical properties, their presence over the surface of
the nano�ber can enhance the TiO2 nano�ber’s photocatalytic performance by functioning as electron
trapping sites for the hydrogen evolution reaction, as will be discussed below. 

Figure 3 displays the TEM and the EDX results for the Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles. The CdTiO3 phase
clearly appears in the TiO2 matrix. As shown in the Figure, CdTiO3 has a different structure than that of
TiO2 (Fig. 3B), which con�rms the formation a Cd-doped TiO2 nanostructure. The EDX result (Fig. 3C)
con�rms the presence of Cd in the TiO2 matrix.

 X-ray diffraction analysis is a typical technique for determining the compositions of crystalline materials.
Basically, brookite, anatase, and rutile are common TiO2 phases from a crystal structure point of view, the
latter two are abundantly found. Figure 4 represents the impact of cadmium doping on the crystal
structure of the produced nano�bers. Cd-free electrospun nano�bers consist entirely of the anatase
phase, the diffraction peaks appear at 2  values of 25.09o, 37.65o, 38.44o, 47.89o,53.89o, 55.07o, 62.40o,
68.70o, 70.04o, and 75.00o and correspond to the (101), (004), (112), (200), (105), (211), (204), (220),
(220), and (215) crystal planes, respectively. This suggests the formation of pure anatase TiO2 according
to the XRD database (JCPDS card no 21-1272). One peak refers to the rutile phase at a 2  value of 27.4
detected in the 0% Cd nano�ber sample. It is well-known that metal oxides can form chemical compound
alloys. As can be seen in Fig. 4, CdAc addition enhanced the rutile phase formation, which compared to
anatase, has a greater tendency for visible light absorption [25, 26]. The tetragonal rutile phase (JCPDS
21-1276) at 2  values of 27.4o, 36.1o, 39.2o, 41.2o, 44.1o, 54.3o, 56.6o, 62.7o, 64o, 69o, and
69.8o corresponds to the (110), (101), (200), (111), (210), (211), (220), (002), (310), (301), and (112)
crystal planes, respectively. These results indicate that the amount of rutile phase increases with
increasing cadmium content in the produced nano�bers. The rutile phase peak intensity decreases by
increasing Cd content. The reason for this may be that the addition of foreign dopant atoms into the
lattice weakens its structure, thereby decreasing crystallinity [46]. The rutile (110) peaks shift towards
lower angle for the samples with the addition of Cadmium in addition to Cadmium smaller radii
compared to radius of Ti+4  indicating the incorporation of Cadmium metal ions in the TiO2 matrix. 

As observed in Fig. 4, Cd was dissolved in TiO2 to form cadmium titanate (CdTiO3). Diffraction peaks

indicating CdTiO3 formation were observed at 31.1o, 34.2o, 46.9o, and 59.3o, corresponding to the (101),
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(104), (110), (024), and (214) crystal planes, respectively (JCPDS card no. 29-0277). Those peaks
appeared at high concentrations of Cd-doped nano�bers (1 and 2%), while the CdTiO3 phase cannot be
observed in 0.5 wt% Cd nano�ber. This may be due to polymer encapsulation at low Cd content. The XRD
result for Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles shows a similar pattern to the nano�bers, as the XRD result does
not depend upon the nanostructure’s morphology (Fig. 3B).

3.2 Photocatalytic activity investigation

Figure 5 represents the effect of cadmium content upon the amount of hydrogen evolved under visible
light irradiation using the prepared Cd-doped nanoparticles and nano�bers. The hydrogen production
rates for the 2 wt% Cd samples were 27 and 250 ml H2/gcat. for nanoparticles and nano�bers,
respectively. The nano�brous morphology distinctly enhanced its photocatalytic activity. As observed in
the Figure, the rate of hydrogen production was increased greatly using nano�bers compared to
nanoparticles at the same composition. The structure that provides one dimension for electron motion
may be the reason for the considerable enhancement in the nano�bers’ photocatalytic activity, however,
in the nanoparticles with 0D structure, full electron con�nement takes place, which favors the e/h
recombination reaction [47]. Moreover, the results show the effect of cadmium doping upon the
photocatalytic activity. As shown in Fig. 5, a remarkable enhancement in the photocatalytic activity of
TiO2 was detected after the addition of small amounts of cadmium. In fact, cadmium particles act not
only as visible light absorption centers with an absorption coe�cient dependent on Cd density, but also
as recombination sites between photogenerated electrons and holes. Moreover, doping by Cadmium
nanoparticles yields a higher Schottky barrier that increases electron capture [24]. This electron capture
results in an increased e/h—pair separation lifetime, which consequently suppresses the recombination
of e/h pairs. Decimating e/h-pair recombination enhances the hole transfer and perhaps O2 adsorption
on the TiO2 surface. The observed decrease in the photocatalytic activity of the nano�bers for Cd
concentrations above 0.5 wt% is related to the decrease in rutile phase intensity, as con�rmed by XRD
results (Fig. 4). 

Basically, the photocatalytic activity is intensely related to the optical properties of the light source used
in the experiments, like the light intensity and irradiation area. Hence, the catalyst activities cannot be
compared with each other if the reaction conditions are different from each other. Therefore,
determination of an apparent quantum yield (AQY), which rules the effect of light source out, is essential.
Accordingly, It is necessary to determine the e�ciency (AQY) of the present system and compare with
other published works. To judge the feasibility of a proposed photocatalyst, the quantum e�ciency of H2

evolution is calculated as follows:
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where η is the energy conversion e�ciency, Ne is the number of electrons involved in the hydrogen
evolution reaction, and Nv is the number of incident photons in the reaction area. Ne can be calculated

from the rate of hydrogen evolution (from Fig. 5, production rate= 0.63 mmol H2 g−1
catalystmin−1 for Cd-

doped TiO2 nanoparticles).

Through those rates, the actual number of electrons disappearing due to the hydrogen evolution reaction
can be obtained, meanwhile, the number of incident photons (Nv) is calculated as

where I is the solar intensity in the El Minia Governorate, Egypt (Latitude: 31o 25`, I= 258–266.7 Wm−2

[48]) and Ev is the photon energy (3.97×10−19, J photon−1). Accordingly, the photon �ux intensity is

6.51×1020 photons/s m2 solar. This calculation indicates that the prepared catalyst has achieved a 20 %
conversion of photons to electrons, showing that the Cd-doped TiO2 nanostructure photocatalyst is
capable of increasing the absorbance of photons and prolonging the lifetime for e/h pairs. 

Instead, researchers used another practical standard to calculate the e�ciency of the photocatalystic
water splitting, namely solar-to-hydrogen (STH) e�ciency. It can be calculated using the following
formula:

where  is the hydrogen production rate in mol/s, ΔG is the Gibbs free energy associated with hydrogen
gas in J/mol, Is is the solar energy �ux in (W/cm2), and Ar is the surface area of the photocatalytic
reactor. Using the STH formula, the STH e�ciency of the prepared Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles is
calculated to be 0.64% and 9% for Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticle and Cd-doped TiO2 nano�ber, respectively.
Table 1 shows the rate of hydrogen evolution of this study compared with other works. It is important to
note that comparison of the rate of hydrogen evolution should be done for experiments that are
conducted using same light source and same sacri�cing agent. However, it is hard to ful�ll that condition
to compare our results with other works. For nanostructures containing TiO2, it is apparent that the moles
of hydrogen produced by the Cd–TiO2 nano�bers prepared in this study is relatively higher than that
obtained previously by other scholars (Table 1), the exception is Mohamed et al. [20], who indicated that a
Cd-doped TiO2 nanotube can achieve 24  mmol H2/gcat. min using methanol as a scavenger agent. This
reveals that the Cd-doped TiO2 nano�ber may act as an effective photocatalyst candidate for the photon-
induced water-splitting reaction. However, the stability and recyclability of this substance must be
considered in greater detail before nominating it as a viable photocatalyst.  
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Table 1: A comparison of the hydrogen evolution rate for different nanocatalysts 

No Photocatalyst Light source Scavenger
agent

Hydrogen
production
rate

mmol H2/gcat.
min

Ref./year

1 Pt/ TiO2 nanosheet Xenon Arc lamb
350 W

Ethanol 0.0056  [49]/2010

2 Graphene modi�ed TiO2
nanoparticles

Xenon Arc lamb
350 W

Methanol 0.0123  [50]/2011

3 TiO2    nanoparticles Xenon lamb 150
W

Methanol 0.1  [51]/2014

4  (Pt/HS-TiO2)  Mercury lamb
400 W

Methanol 0.017  [52]/2016

5 Pt-doped TiO2–ZnO Mercury lamb
400 W

Methanol  0.0034  [53]/2017

6 Pt-TiO2 particles Mercury lamb
450 W

Methanol 0.444 [54]/2005

6 Cd-doped TiO2 nanotube Mercury lamb
1000 W

Methanol  24  [20]/2018

7 CdS/TiO2 mesoporous
core-shell

Sunlight  Na2S/Na2SO3 1.13  [21]/2018

8 Ni/TiO2 nanotube Solar simulator
Xenon lamb

- 0.433  [22]/2019

9 Ni/GO-TiO2
nanoparticles

Sunlight Methanol 3  [55]/2019

10 Ag-TiO2 NF Mercury lamb
1000 W

Na2S/Na2SO3 2  [56]/2020

11 NiCo2S4/CdO@CC Sunlight - 0.00125  [57]/2020

12 Cd-doped TiO2
nanoparticles

Cd-doped TiO2
nano�bers

Mercury lamb
1000 W

Na2S/Na2SO3 0.7 

16.5 

This
study

3.3 In�uence of reaction temperature

The kinetic energy can be measured by the temperature of the system, so higher temperature leads to a
higher average molecular kinetic energy and more collisions per unit time. Therefore, in most chemical
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reactions, the temperature has a positive effect upon the reaction rates, however, nanostructures
frequently show unexpected behaviors.

Figure 6 shows water photo splitting at temperatures of 298, 308, and 318 K. The results indicate that the
hydrogen production rate decreases with increasing reaction temperature using Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers
(0.5 wt% sample) as a photocatalyst. This behavior may be because of the negative impact of the
temperature upon the metal’s electrical conductivity as increasing temperature increases the electrons’
kinetic energy and disordering. This kinetic energy can move the reactant molecules away from the active
zones. In addition, other researchers have noted that a surface plasmon is remarkably observed at low
temperatures [58]. Moreover, increasing the temperature can increase the possibility of recombination
between the charge holders, which consequently decreases the semiconductor’s photoactivity.

Therefore, we theoretically project that increasing the temperature is not preferred in the water-splitting
reaction. This hypothesis has been veri�ed experimentally (Fig. 6). Numerically, the hydrogen production
rates are 350, 300, and 100 ml/ gcat at reaction temperatures of 298, 308, and 318 K, respectively. This
�nding con�rms that the water-splitting reaction over the proposed catalyst surface does not follow the
Arrhenius equation. Obtaining a high yield at low temperatures is an economically preferred characteristic
in industrial settings. 

4. Conclusions
This study presented the preparation, characterization, and examination of Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles
and nano�bers as stable and nonprecious catalysts for water-splitting reactions. The structure of the
photocatalysts was veri�ed by SEM, TEM, EDS, and XRD. The UV-visible spectrum indicated that Cd-
doping for TiO2 nano�bers does not affect the optical properties of TiO2, the bandgap remained nearly
constant at 2.93 eV, and application of the catalyst showed enhanced production of hydrogen in the case
of 2 wt.% Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles and 0.5 wt% Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers. Although doping by Cd
does not have a considerable impact upon the bandgap, it shows a good in�uence on increasing the
electron/hole lifetime. Accordingly, it presented good photocatalytic activity for water splitting, as
concluded by the distinct increase in the hydrogen evolution rate compared to that of undoped titanium
oxide nanoparticles and nano�bers.
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Figures

Figure 1

Experimental procedure for Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers and nanoparticles preparation.
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Figure 2

SEM images for (A) Pristine and (B) 0.5 wt% Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers, (C) magni�cation of 0.5 wt% Cd-
doped TiO2 nano�ber indicating the corrugated/speckled surface of the nano�ber, (D) TEM image of Cd-
doped TiO2 nano�ber indicating the attach of CdTiO3 over the surface of TiO2 nano�ber

Figure 3

TEM images of (A) TiO2 nanoparticles, (B) CdO-doped TiO2 nanoparticles, and (C) The EDX image of CdO
doped TiO2 nanoparticle obtained after atmospheric calcination at 700°C. 
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Figure 4

The XRD patterns for (A) pristine and Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers and (B) Cd-doped TiO2 nanoparticles.
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Figure 5

Effect of Cd content on H2 evolution rate in case of utilizing Cd-doped nano�bers, (A) and nanoparticles,
(B) as photocatalyst.
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Figure 6

Effect of temperature on Hydrogen Production from water (100 ml) using (0.05 gm) of 0.5 wt % Cd
nano�ber.
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Figure 7

(A) Photon absorption at UV-visible range for the prepared Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers compared with pure

TiO2 nano�bers and ASTM G173-03 reference solar spectrum, (B) plot of (αEPhoton)2 versus EPhoton for
Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers compared with pure TiO2 nano�ber, the intercepts of the dot lines with the x-
axis represent the bandgap energies.
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Figure 8

The proposed mechanism for electron transfer and H2 evolution on Cd-TiO2 nano�bers(a) Z-scheme
mechanism with double charge transfer mechanism and (B) schematic mechanism of water splitting
using Cd-doped TiO2 nano�bers


